We discuss the linearization of the kinetic-variational theory {KVT) II equation for mixtures around absolute equilibrium for a family of pair potentials with hard core and soft tail. In the case of a continuous soft tail, the linear equation reduces to that of Sung and Dahler [J. Chem. Phys. 80, 3025 (1984)], which in turn generalizes to mixtures, the short-time result of Lebowitz, Percus, and Sykes [Phys. Rev. 188, 487 (1969)] that had subsequently been obtained by others using diFerent means. Our equation also represents a generalization of the linearized revised Enskog theory to potentials with attractive tails. Hence, at this level of theory the application of the fundamental technique in the kinetic-variational approach, maximization of entropy subject to constraints, is equivalent to the approaches used by others. However, this technique appears to be more amenable to the production of more general theories. Analysis of the structure of the KVT II theory reveals the necessity of relaxation mechanisms for fluid equilibration that are absent in the various linear theories. These include a mechanism for mixing kinetic and potential energies and a temperature associated with the relaxation of the fluid structure. Various options for these are described and compared. A consistent set of mechanisms provided by a more general class of kinetic-variational theories (KVT III) is discussed. These should serve as a useful guide in improving the alternative approaches that are equivalent to linearized KVT II.
I. INTRODUCTION
defining G, the KVT I closure is given by G(x &, x2, t) =g& '(r&, r, ln) , (2) In this paper we discuss some properties exhibited by the kinetic-variational theory (KVT) II defined in Ref. I, and we relate that theory to others obtained by quite different means. The kinetic equation associated with KVT II is a member of a sequence of kinetic equations that are derived through a principle of entropy maximization subject to given constraints.
These equations describe the dynamics of particles interacting through a potential consisting of a short-ranged repulsive hard-sphere core tt'(r) and a longer-ranged soft (but not necessarily continuous) tail P '(r) . The sequence of equations is generated by imposing different constraints which yield diverse closures of the exact "first hierarchy" equation.
This relates f, (x&, t), the one-particle distribution function, to f (x,2, tx),&the two-particle distribution function [here x = ( r, v ) ]. With f, (x, , x,, t) = f, (x "t)f, (x,, t) G(x, , x"t), where g2 (r, , rz~n) 
The n& is the local density of species l.
In form, Eq. (5) is sufficient to reproduce the LPS and SD theories. However, the mean-field term does not yield collisional transfer of kinetic and potential energy, which is needed to relax p(t). This difficulty does not appear explicitly in the LPS or SD theories because they treat p as a purely thermodynamic quantity for which no Auctuation mechanism is provided. As already noted, this is not generally valid, and will be discussed further in Sec. III. f, (ri, vi, t)f (r-i+R, cr, E, v2, t)g"," ("ri,ri+R, o; e;p(t)~[nl, I )]], (8) where the first term in the right-hand side (rhs) is a mean-field term for the smooth part of the potential, the second term gives the hard-core collision, and the last three terms represent the square-well-like collisions' at the discontinuity. To round out the theory, we must include an equation for the time evolution of the potential energy, which in essence yields the time evolution of p(t). 
bg; (ri, ri+R, o; e, t)=e "bg,"(ri,ri+R,+cr, e, t) .
Combining Eqs. (8), (9), and (11) - (14) ',"(o+, , ) (v', ) i(}r, R, cr, e, vz, t)+np h - (vz") l, (rz, , v&, t) -np, h, (v, )rl/(r, +R;~cr;Je, vz, t) -noh~(vz)g, (r&, v&, t) ]I ], (17) which generalizes the LPS and SD equations. To recover these equations we observe that for short-ranged P, '", 
where j, (x) is a spherical Bessel function, and y, (k, v, t)= f dre '"'g, (r, v, 
t) .
This is the SD equation, which reduces to the LPS equation in the case of a single species.
III. DISCUSSION
Equation (19) is an extension of RET (Ref. 9) to mixtures of particles interacting with potentials which possess a repulsive core and a continuous tail. Equations of this type have been used for a description of the shorttime behavior of space-and time-dependent Auctua- tions. ' We have shown that these linearized kinetic equations can be obtained from the nonlinear KVT II theory. The full realm of validity or utility of (19) T(r, t) manifested in (9a). This situation is somewhat analogous to the condition of the original standard Enskog theory (SET) with regard to density-field dependence. The density field n (r, t) is manifested in f, , viz. , n(r, t)= f f, (r, v, 
The SET approximant to G(x&, x2, t) is the radial distribution function for a uniform hard-sphere system at equilibrium evaluated at the number density n =n (R, t) where 3n(r, t)kT(r, t)= f m(v -u) f, (r, v, t) dv, where u(r, t)= f vf, dv/n (r, t), and (2 la) attempt to introduce such a local temperature was made in the theory of Davis, Rice, and 
